
“BRING IT” WORKOUT

CIRCUIT 1

CIRCUIT 2

CIRCUIT 3

CORE

25 PUSH-UPS
25 OVERHEAD PRESS

25 TRICEP DIPS
25 BICEP CURLS

25 FLYS

20 PLANK CRUNCH
20 SHOULDER TOUCH 

20 BALL PASS
20 SUPERMAN (hold ball in legs)

20 CRUNCHES

20 SHOULDER LIFTS (FRONT)
20 WEIGHTED PUNCHES

20 FRONT TO BACKS
20 ROWS 

20 SHOULDER LIFT (SIDE)

ELBOW PLANK 
SIDE PLANK 

OTHER SIDE PLANK

WARM UP JUMPING JACKS
HIGH KNEES                       
JUMP ROPE1 MIN EACH

REPEAT 2X
30-45 SEC REST

REPEAT 2X
30-45 SEC REST

REPEAT 2X
30-45 SEC REST

1 MIN EACH
MINIMAL REST

YOU’LL NEED: 1 heavy weight (25-50), 5,8,15 pound dumbbells, ball

on the ball

with weights

with weights

front to backs: stand up holding your heaviest dumbbells. Hold the weights about 1-2 feet away from your body and swing them to the front 
until they almost touch.  Hold for 2 seconds. Repeat motion, but to the back.

plank crunch: Get onto the ball in a plank position with your hands on the ground and your feet on the ball around your ankles/shins. Crunch 
your body while rolling the ball towards your hands, pulling your butt into the air and bending your knees. Proper form would be taking your 

torso from parallel to the ground to perpendicular (your arms should be extended and your body in the shape of an L). Don’t try anything 
you’re uncomfortable with, this move is hard. Just holding a plank with your feet on the ball is a good alternative.

shoulder touch: hold a plank with the tops of your feet touching the ball. and alternate lifting one hand and touching the opposite shoulder. 

ball pass: lie on your back with the ball in your hands and your arms extended above your head. Crunch your arms and feet in, passing the 
ball to your feet. Squeeze the ball as you fully extend back out to lying on your back. Repeat.


